
The Sealey Buyer Guide to Motorcycle Lifts
Motorcycles differ dramatically in size and weight. This brief guide covers the most popular lifts 
available and their suitability for size and style of motorcycle.

MCW360
This Portable Folding Workbench was designed by Sealey and is lightweight, portable and folds 
away for easy storage. Its 360kg capacity is suitable for a variety of bikes and the loading ramp 
doubles as a workshop stool. These features make it ideal for track days, pits, home users, or for 
professional workshops.

MC365
This Hydraulic Motorcycle Lift has a 365kg capacity, making it ideal for the home user, working on 
smaller mopeds, scooters and bikes. An air operated model is also available - Model No. MC365A.

MC454
This Hydraulic Motorcycle Lift has a 450kg capacity with three lockable height settings. It is 
suitable for home or professional users working on most size and style of bike. It features a 
full-width loading ramp and is suitable for use with either a bike’s centre stand or with a paddock 
stand.

MC680A
This Heavy Duty Hydraulic Motorcycle Lift has a 680kg capacity, making it suitable for all modern 
bikes. The MC680A has an Air/Hydraulic foot pump, to make light work of lifting the heaviest 
bikes with ease. It features a full-width loading ramp fitted with a wheel clamp and is suitable for 
use with either a bike’s centre stand or with a paddock stand.

MC550
This Hydraulic Motorcycle Lift has a 450kg capacity. It is ideal for use where space is limited, as it 
can be stored vertically. Even when erected, its slimline platform allows more room to manoeuvre 
around the bike, a feature that is ideal for small garages. It’s fitted with a front wheel clamp and a 
lift out rear panel, to enable the rear wheel to be easily removed.

MCL500
The MCL500 is a Single Post Hydraulic Lift with a 450kg capacity. The beauty of this lift is its 
ability to raise a bike, allowing access to both front and rear suspension components, as well as 
the engine. The MCL500 is designed to be portable and can be used on any solid flat surface. 
These features make it a firm favourite with Mobile Mechanics.



MC4500
Motorcycle and Quad Hydraulic Scissor Lift with a 500kg capacity. This unit is portable, making 
it suitable for home use or for the mobile mechanic. It features a flat lifting pad and adjustable 
frame lifting posts, designed by Sealey, to accommodate a wide variety of bikes. The lift is 
powered by a hydraulic bottle jack lifting system.

The Sealey Range of Motorcycle Lifts and Platforms are quality products, packed with excellent 
features! Please visit our website at www.sealey.co.uk to view the full range available.


